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Let us tell you few
interesting things

About us
H A R A T I is information and communication technology based company offering products and services including Software development,
Hardware Distribution, GIS, IT Chain Stores, Security Products and Technology Outsourcing Services. Established in the year 2000, HARATI now
has become one of the leading IT Company reaching all level of customers.

HARATI has acquired ISO 9001:2000 certification adopting quality management system in all process within organization.

Mission
To provide technology enabled high quality Products, Services and Solutions.

Vision
To develop highly creative Products and deliver Services to be accessible by all around the Globe
To have a team with highly creative, hard working and dedicated people.
To partner and associate with world class companies.
To have systematic, efficient and quality management system in all process within the organization.

Slogan/ Motto
HARATI’s slogan is “Towards Improvement”, that means our main effort is to improve all aspects related
to the company continuously either it is product we are developing or services we are providing.
Besides we always look improvement in entire operation of the organization to be full automated and
systemic. We aim to develop the best products and provide excellent service to lead our customer
towards improvement.

Give us a chance to serve you and see it for yourself how it leads your life
‘Towards Improvement.’

HARATI Software
H A R A T I has lots of experience in developing business application software and full fledge integrated management information system. HARATI
has successfully completed several such management information systems for several companies and they are well satisfied with our products and
services. The company is well equipped with all the latest technologies and expertise in planning out, analyzing, designing and developing secured
and highly reliable software products.

To be more service oriented, our all the latest products are service based and in SaaS Architecture hosted on cloud enabling users to use product
remotely through the Web.

Our product offerings and domain expertise spans across multiple verticals.
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We aim to provide the best solutions for our customer and help them move ahead. Our Customer satisfaction is our only concern so we try to
lead our customer ‘Towards improvement’. We always keep our customers’ needs ahead.
Our success in all these domains is directly related to our insightful understanding of the new age business environments in these areas and
the realities of providing high-quality services, covering small and medium to enterprise scale organizations.

"We always keep our customers’ needs ahead."

Software Products
HARATI has developed various software products to meet the needs of diverse customer demand.

HARATI Accounting
Business Enterprise Resume planning

HARATI ERP is a generalized accounting and financial
management system, designed in order to manage
entire financial transactions for an organization.
The system can be run as single module or can be

“HARATI has developed and successfully
implemented
Enterprise
Financial
Management System for our organization.
The software that has been developed using
latest tools is able to manage needs of all
our insurance financial system. The developed
software has significantly improved our efficiency
and helped us to maintain our accounts and finance
system more systematically and effectively.

integrated with server related modules including
Inventory, Receivable, Payable, Manufacturing, Human
Resources, CRM, Assests management etc. The package
has been developed in such a way that integration and
information sharing within the modules become easier.
Solution delivers all that integrated information for

Laxman Thapa
Joint Manager Admin
Rastriya Beema Sansthan

efficient management decisions.

The software is a truly power‐packed system designed to help a business of any size and any type real time and online, all transactions made
are cross- posted directly into the respective modules and makes possible to generate any reports at any instance . The software provides all
that information to rapidly analyze important business statistics to improve sales and profits.

HARATI POS
Billing and POS System

HARATI POS system is a generalized store and shop floor management system suitable for
departmental stores, medical store, convenient store as well as other retailers to process
sales and inventory management. The software is fully compatible with POS hardware like
Bar Code, Data Collectors, and Touch Screen etc. This real‐time online system keeps track
of all the shop floor and inventory management.
The Software has several controlling mechanism that helps to run the system according
to the many principles followed by the company. This will make less chance of fraud and
malicious manipulation of data by the end users that involved directly or indirectly with
the system. With this solution the company can avoid many losses that occur due to the
delay in detecting them and due to the mistakes made by the involved personnel.

“We always seek better ways to improve things.”

HRMSuite.com
A new face of HR management
HARATI HRMSuite is an integrated HR Management

“It is my great pleasure to state that HARATI has

system with several modules as below:

developed a complete Enterprise Integrated
Software Solutions for our organization. The
developed software systems are Accounts and

Time Attendance System

Finance system for Accounting Section, Store and
Inventory for Store, Sales and Marketing for Sales

Personnel Information Management System

Division, POS (Point of Sales) system for our different
sales stores, Time Attendance and HRMsuite for our HR

Payroll System

Division.

Recruitment Management System
Staff Appraisal System

Janardan Phuyal
Officer
DDC

Employee Task & Project Management
Open Job Portal

The HRMSuite.com is beneficial for both the employee and the
employer. With the help of the system the employer can keep track
of employee time table, check in / checkout details and many more.
As the employer can check the employee details, they become more
accountable towards their work, resulting in company’s improvement.
The software facilitates the user with Time Table Information, Shift
Details, Leave Information, Holiday Information, Message Board,
Attendance Log Management and many other options.

The HRMSuite.com is beneficial for both the employee and the employer. With the help of the system the employer can keep track of employee
time table, check in / checkout details and many more. As the employer can check the employee details, they become more accountable
towards their work, resulting in company’s improvement. The software facilitates the user with Time Table Information, Shift Details, Leave
Information, Holiday Information, Message Board, Attendance Log Management and many other options.

Please visit www.hrmsuite.com to check this product.

“HRMSuite.com is a complete Human Resource package to manage
your entire employee information.”

sAttend.com
Managing students’ attendance the better way
sAttend.com is a cloud based Student Attendance System that helps to
keep the attendance record of students in systematic and effective way.
The application is SaaS (Software as a Service) and application functions
are delivered through the internet in HARATI’s own hosted web server. It
works on the subscription basis and Schools do not even need to have
expensive software and hardware for installation and hosting.
The software records attendances in just the punch of a finger or face
pattern or simply RFID enabled ID Cards in the biometric enabled
attendance machines.
The use of sAttend.com in schools and colleges is highly beneficial for the college administration, teachers, parents as well as students. It
leads to effective communication among all of them which in turn helps keep smooth college environment as well as smooth child parent
relationship. The multiple college management can also be done with the help of the software as the admin can check the attendance status
and notify about leave and holidays from his desk.

Check our software realtime at www.sattend.com

TenderNotice
Keeping tenders in one place for your ease

Tender Notice.com.np is an electronic information system that helps to provide information of all Tenders/ Quotation/ Expression of Interest
and related notices through website that is beneficial for both the tender issuing authorities and bidders. All the tender notices published in
various newspapers are collected and posted online on daily and timely basis and users can access and download all required information. It
simply facilitates and manages notices published on various daily newspapers in a simple manner for all users.
TenderNotice.com.np categorizes notices as Quotation, Expression of interest, Tender, Enlistment, Amendment Notices etc. Any government
or private companies when issued any of such notices published in any newspapers are uploaded in the website providing each details
information with scanned copy of notice. It helps the interested bidders to view all the notices and can bookmark for participation.

no more newspaper flipping, just the easy clicking

Harati Product Distributor
Supply Chain Management System

The system is exclusively designed for companies with periodical product distribution. The system handles all the operations from taking
orders from customers to distribution of the product. The major objective of the system is to keep records up to date with every entities
involved in the operations including Dealers, Distributors, Supervisors, Salesman, Vehicles, Distribution routes etc. Liquor companies,
beverage companies, milk processing companies etc. can use this software for managing their supply chain management.

“HARATI
has been providing several IT related
services for the organization since last
several years. The company has developed
and implemented required software
solution that incorporates entire financial
operations of our organization and all related
activities of our organizations.”

Subodh Pokharel
Human Rights Officer
Information Technology Unit
NHRC

HARATI Security
H A R A T I Security is a part of HARATI focusing mainly in electronic security products and related services. HARATI Security aims to provide
its customers with advanced technological products in the form of security systems and products for domestic or industrial use including
Biometrics, Video Surveillance, Access Control and several products related to Home Automation Security System. HARATI has partnered with
several world class security companies as a value added service provider and distributor.

Major Products
		

Biometrics/ RFID System

		

Access Control System
Video Surveillance System
Home Automation System
Intruder/ Burglar Alarm System
Video Door Phone System
Digital Lock System
Hotel Lock System

Biometrics/RFID System
HARATI has been dealing in several types of Biometrics technology that are now
being widely used for Time Attendance, Security and Access Control Purposes. The
company has developed its own software for Time Attendance and Access Control.
HARATI has unveiled new Face Authentication technology that scans from face and
eye which helps to make the system easier and accurate.
Biometrics Technology has become more popular these days with many large
corporations and government institutions increasingly choosing this technology
to secure access to sensitive information and locations. The technology now has
become more affordable and smaller enterprises and residential users have joined
the ranks. Today’s Biometrics system use different surface scanning technologies such
as optical, capacity and thermal.
As an integrator, we employ both hardware and software and has developed our
own software system integrating with all available technologies that meet high set of
standards for user’s privacy and security and provide all the information required. We
work with the leading biometric companies in the world allowing us to choose the
best available technologies to meet our customer’s requirement.

“There is no security for any of us unless there is security for all.

Access Control System
The Access Control system assures the security of a room/ office or building by means
of limiting the access to specific people and by keeping record of such access. The
system will determine if access should be granted by considering the identification
information encoded on the card/finger. If access is granted, the system unlatches the
door, allowing the person to enter the area. If access is denied, the door will remain
latched, preventing the person from entering that area thus providing high level of
security. The access control system also includes the software system that administrates
to control various features of the pass-point access control system. HARATI has its own
security management software that administrates to control various features of the
pass point Access Control System.
Besides, HARATI has developed and implemented several customized applications for
several enterprises. Also HARATI has been working as system integrator, partnering
with many world class IT companies to implement products in Convergence Billing,

Video Surveillaence System
Surveillance is one another product range under HARATI Security.
HARATI distributes very high quality CCTV cameras with DVR and
NVRs. HARATI has several range of surveillance products for Home use
to SMBs and to high scrutiny required places including industries and
public places viz. Traffic, Police, Schools and colleges to monitor the
activities of large people.
Use of Surveillance is a reliable and secure way of safeguarding the
property and assuring the security. It helps to reduce the loss caused by
theft and burglary. With the introduction of new range of IP Surveillance
and IP based DVR and NVR, now user can monitor from anywhere even
from their mobile, tablets or computer.

Home Automation System
Intruder/Burglar Alarm System
Burglar Alarm is an intrusion alarm that functions when it detects the presence of intruders, fire, smoke or gas. There are several Zones/ Time that can
be defined in the system and the system will turn on the alarm through its siren and will automatically call the defined number revealing the zone from
where the detection has been made. While the motion detector on the device immediately emits the signal to the control panel which then turns on
the alarm, rudely frightening the burglar. The gas detector starts up the mechanical valve that disrupts the gas supply and the smoke detector alerts
and gives one ample time to escape from charred flames.
With the rapid development of economy and the improvement of living standard,
burglar products play important role in daily life. Within a single premise, one
Burglar alarm can be integrated with many detectors installed in several locations
such as storehouse, equipment rooms and main entrance and passageway. The
detectors of different types will help transfer electrical signals whenever there is any
detection made to the wired or wireless central control panel and then it will turn
on the siren or give call to the defined number programmatically.

“Comfort and sense of security”

HARATI Store
HARATI store has been providing sales and support services on many computer related
hardware including Computers, Notebooks, Tablets, Networking products, Digital
Storage Devices, Multimedia Products, Information Security and many IT accessories.
We have been associating with world class IT companies to distribute, sales and support
of their products/services in Nepal. Those include HP, Dell, Sony, Acer, Cisco, 3Com, etc.

Visit www.haratistore.com to purchase HARATI Products online

GIS/Remote Sensing
HARATI is the distributor and service provider on world class GIS, Remote Sensing products like ERDAS, PCI Geomatics, ENVI, ESRI.
For image processing we distribute images IRS from Antrix Corporation India, GeoEye, SPOT, and ALOS etc.
With a requirement of customer, HARATI also provides complete GIS service including image processing, data collecting and related
services.

HARATI Service Center
HARATI Service Center is state of the art repairing service center. Here we provide repairing and maintenance services of all hardware products
we deal with such as Laptops, Security Products and accessories. We have highly qualified technical experts and resources to provide repairing
service in better way.

Consultancy Services
HCS provides project‐specific consulting services encompassing all phases in a software development life cycle, right from the system analysis
phase to the post- implementation phase. We are striving to understand changing customer needs to make our customer’s lives easier by
simply making technology usable.

We are proud to have system professionals proficient in world class tool and equipment. Those professionals study, design, develop,
enhance, customize, implement, maintain and support various aspects of Information Technology. Besides, our cost‐effective development
methodologies significantly cut down budget of customers without impacting product quality and delivery schedules.

“We try to know what our customers want most and analyze what
we can do best. We focus on where those two meet.”

Web and Marketing Services

E-commerce solutions
If you are running a business and are in need of an
e-commerce solutions, we are here for your service.
We have developed a secured and full-featured
Online Shopping Cart Software with the complete
set of powerful ecommerce options to create the
customer’s own online store with minimum effort.
The Shopping Cart Software easily assists on
building an ecommerce website of any size: from
a small web store to a virtual shopping mall. This
is a ready storefront supporting several payment
options, Billing and Shipping Options, Inventory
management, Discount/ Promotion Schemes and
user definable Banners, Blocks and others.

E-marketing services
If you are running a business and are in need of an e-commerce solutions, we
are here for your service. We have developed a secured and full-featured Online
Shopping Cart Software with the complete set of powerful ecommerce options to
create the customer’s own online store with minimum effort. The Shopping Cart
Software easily assists on building an ecommerce website of any size: from a small
web store to a virtual shopping mall. This is a ready storefront supporting several
payment options, Billing and Shipping Options, Inventory management, Discount/
Promotion Schemes and user definable Banners, Blocks and others.

Cloud & Hosting Services
We provide reliable and affordable cloud
and Hosting services that meet all the
requirements of large and small enterprises.
The enterprise-class cloud and hosting
services have features of hardwarebased security and scalability, complete
customization and control, easy integration.
We offer a wide range of flexible and
competitive pricing plans to suit every
business.

Mobile Applications

Multimedia Services

We have highly qualified team for developing and designing mobile apps based on IOS,
Android, and Windows etc. It could be either the mobile version of ecommerce site or updated
information of your service. We build rich, native apps as per the customer’s needs even
integrating with their enterprise applications and database as required.

We specialize in digital design products and graphic design services producing
interactive multimedia applications, presentation graphics, interactive web design, video
and animation. We leverage best-practice-based processes and the latest Web trends
and techniques to build effective multilingual websites that address specific needs and
appeal to international sensibilities. We have cost effective Generic Designing Package as
well as exclusive customized package for high-end designing. Having a complete team
of designer, developer, programmer and content writer, customers can get integrated or
necessary service as per their requirement.

“Our goal is to have customer service that is not just the best,
but legendary.”

Clientele

Being a solution provider, our principle is not to claim anything
but let our satisfied clients speak themselves. Some of our
customers include the major governmental organizations,
trading houses and private agencies who believed in
our assurance that our services are quite suffice to their
requirements and our commitment to provide them premier
technical services and a commitment to provide the industry’s
best value.
HARATI has thousands of customers ranging from medium to
large organizations who are taking benefits from our products
and services.

Some of our valued Customers
Private Organizations
Everest Bank Ltd.
NIC Bank Ltd Including
Rastriya Banijya Bank
Vishal Group
Chaudhary Group

Health Sector

Govt./ Semi Govt. Offices
Ministry of Science and Technology
Dairy development Corporation (DDC)
Nepal Telecom
Rastriya Beema Sansthan
Nepal Rastra Bank
Employee Provident fund
Nepal Airline

Non Profit
National Human Right Commission
BP Koirala Memorial of Health
Madan Memorial Academy
Transparency International
Plan international
Poverty Alliviation Fund

Education

Model Hospital

Tribhuvan University

B & B Hospital

Kathamndu University

Bhaktapur Cancer hospital

Campion College

Everest Nursing Home

Khwopa College

Tilganga Eye Hospital

Budhanilkantha School

Peoples Dental College

“ We treat our customer, as we want to be treated as a customer.”
We assure you that our numerous products and services meets your needs and demands. Be it business companies, banks, hotels or hospitals,
we have something in store for all.

Corporarte Office
HARATI Computer Services Pvt Ltd.
Siddhi Bhawan 1st Floor, Kantipath, Jamal,
Kathmandu, Nepal,
Hunting Line: 4-260622 Fax: 4-267810
Email: info@harati.com.np

Software Development / Support
HARATI Software
Siddhi Bhawan 4th Floor, Kantipath, Jamal,
Kathmandu, Nepal,
Tel: 4-253658, 4218345

HARATI Store
Ramshah Path Putalisadak
Tel: 4-244504, 4-244901
Fax: 4-253241

